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Abstract

Rationale: Remodeling and loss of distal conducting airways,
including preterminal and terminal bronchioles (pre-TBs/TBs),
underlie progressive airflow limitation in chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD). The cellular basis of these structural
changes remains unknown.

Objectives: To identify biological changes in pre-TBs/TBs in
COPD at single-cell resolution and determine their cellular origin.

Methods: We established a novel method of distal airway
dissection and performed single-cell transcriptomic profiling of
111,412 cells isolated from different airway regions of 12 healthy
lung donors and pre-TBs of 5 patients with COPD. Imaging CyTOF
and immunofluorescence analysis of pre-TBs/TBs from 24 healthy
lung donors and 11 subjects with COPD were performed to
characterize cellular phenotypes at a tissue level. Region-specific
differentiation of basal cells isolated from proximal and distal
airways was studied using an air–liquid interface model.

Measurements and Main Results: The atlas of cellular
heterogeneity along the proximal–distal axis of the human lung
was assembled and identified region-specific cellular states,
including SCGB3A21 SFTPB1 terminal airway-enriched
secretory cells (TASCs) unique to distal airways. TASCs were lost
in COPD pre-TBs/TBs, paralleled by loss of region-specific
endothelial capillary cells, increased frequency of CD81 T cells
normally enriched in proximal airways, and augmented IFN-g
signaling. Basal cells residing in pre-TBs/TBs were identified as a
cellular origin of TASCs. Regeneration of TASCs by these
progenitors was suppressed by IFN-g.

Conclusions: Altered maintenance of the unique cellular
organization of pre-TBs/TBs, including loss of the region-specific
epithelial differentiation in these bronchioles, represents the
cellular manifestation and likely the cellular basis of distal airway
remodeling in COPD.
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Distal conducting airways, including
preterminal and terminal bronchioles
(pre-TBs and TBs, respectively), connect
more proximal segments of the
tracheobronchial tree with the alveolar zone
of the lung, where gas exchange takes place

(1). Distally, TBs open to respiratory
bronchioles (RBs), transitional segments,
which lead to alveolar ducts and alveoli (1).
The TB–RB transition occurs within the
secondary pulmonary lobules (“lobules”),
structural and functional lung tissue units,
supplied by pre-TBs (2, 3). Recent imaging
studies show that remodeling and loss of
bronchioles along the pre-TB–RB continuum
underlie progressive airflow limitation in
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) (4–11), the third leading cause of
death worldwide (12). The cellular basis of
these alterations remains poorly understood,
in part because of poor accessibility of pre-
TBs/TBs and limited knowledge about their
cellular organization and homeostasis.

To address this problem, in this study,
we established a novel distal airway
dissection approach, which regards pre-TBs,
the last macroscopically visible segments
along the bronchial pathway (2), as
anatomical landmarks for isolation of
prelobular distal conducting airways and
lobules containing TBs and associated
respiratory segments, facilitating
characterization of their cellular organization
at single-cell resolution. Using this approach,
we identified terminal airway-enriched
secretory cells (TASCs), a unique epithelial
cell population of distal airways, enriched in
TBs, particularly at TB–RB junctions, and
exhibiting an intermediate molecular
phenotype associated with transition of distal
conducting airways to the respiratory zone.
A marked loss of TASCs was observed in
pre-TBs/TBs in COPD, accompanied by
changes in the composition of region-specific
vascular and immune microenvironments in
these bronchioles, suggesting that altered
maintenance of the unique cellular
architecture of pre-TBs/TBs underlies distal
airway remodeling in COPD. Some of the
results of these studies have been reported
previously in the form of a preprint (13).

Methods

Lung tissue samples from 44 normal lung
donors and 18 subjects with COPDwere
obtained from the University of North
Carolina Tissue and Cell Culture
Procurement Core, Columbia University
Medical Center Lung Transplant Program,

Vanderbilt University Medical Center, and
Weill Cornell Medicine Thoracic Surgery
Biobank using protocols approved by the
respective institutional review boards.
Additional lung tissue samples from four
healthy lung donors and three subjects with
COPDwere obtained fromUS Biomax and
the National Institutes of Health/National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Lung Tissue
Research Consortium for imaging studies.
Sample details are provided in Tables E1–E3
in the online supplement.

For single-cell RNA sequencing
(scRNA-seq) and in vitro studies, cells were
isolated from proximal (P) airways (bronchi,
generations 1–4), preterminal (pre-T)
airways (pre-TBs and generations 3–4
proximal to pre-TBs; luminal diameter
,2mm), and terminal (T) airway region
(containing TBs and descending respiratory
segments within the lobule) dissected from a
subset of lung tissue samples (Tables E1 and
E3) using a region-precise dissection method
described in the RESULTS section and detailed
in the online supplement (Figure E1 in the
online supplement). scRNA-seq
(103Genomics) data were processed and
analyzed using Seurat version 4 (14), doublets
were detected by DoubletFinder (15) and
removed, and cell clusters were annotated on
the basis of marker genes as detailed in the
online supplement (Figure E2).

Immunofluorescence (IF) analysis of
lung tissue samples was performed as
previously described (16–18). Imaging
cytometry by time of flight (CyTOF) was
performed using the Hyperion (Fluidigm)
system as described in the online
supplement. Samples used in imaging
analyses are described in Table E2. In in vitro
studies, basal cells (BCs) isolated from
different airway regions (Table E3) were
cultured in the air–liquid interface (ALI)
system to induce their differentiation, which
was evaluated by bulk RNA-seq and scRNA-
seq, TaqMan real-time PCR, and IF analysis
as detailed in the online supplement.

Results

Anatomical Landmarking of Human
Distal Airways
On the basis of the anatomical definition
of pre-TBs as the last macroscopically

At a Glance Commentary

Scientific Knowledge on the
Subject: Accumulating evidence
suggests that distal conducting
airways, including preterminal and
terminal bronchioles (pre-TBs/TBs),
represent the primary site of
structural alterations that underlie
airflow limitation in chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD). The cellular basis of these
alterations remains unclear, in part
because of poor accessibility of pre-
TBs/TBs and limited knowledge about
their cellular organization and
homeostasis.

What This Study Adds to the
Field: In this study, using a novel
airway dissection method, we isolated
and characterized, at single-cell
resolution, the region-specific cellular
ecosystem of human distal airways.
This analysis identified terminal
airway–enriched secretory cells
(TASCs), a unique epithelial cell
population of distal airways, enriched
in TBs and expressing an intermediate
molecular pattern associated with the
transition of distal conducting airways
to the respiratory zone. TASCs were
lost in pre-TBs/TBs in COPD
paralleled by changes in the
microenvironment, including increased
frequency of CD81 T cells and
augmented IFN-g signaling, which
suppressed the regenerative potential of
distal airway epithelial progenitors.
Thus, alteredmaintenance of the
unique cellular organization of pre-
TBs/TBs represents the key biological
manifestation and likely the cellular
basis of distal airway pathology
in COPD.

This article has a related editorial.
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Figure 1. The atlas of cellular diversity along the proximal (P)–distal (D) airway axis of human lung. (A) Anatomy and examples of dissected
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recognizable segments along the bronchial
pathway that supply the lobule (2, 3), we
developed a distal airway dissection
approach that regards pre-TBs as the
boundary between preterminal (pre-T; pre-
TBs and three or four generations proximal
to pre-TBs) and terminal (T; intralobular
segments from TBs to alveoli) airway-
enriched regions (Figures 1A and E1). Large
cartilaginous bronchi represented proximal
(P) airways (Figures 1B and E1). The natural
distribution of all major tissue elements,
including the airway surface epithelium
(ASE), stroma with smooth muscle (SM) and
vessels, and region-specific histological
landmarks, such as cartilage and submucosal
glands (SMGs) in P-airways, alveolar
attachments in pre-T/T regions, and TBs,
RBs, alveolar ducts, and alveoli in the
T region, was preserved in isolated samples
(Figures 1B and E1).

Cellular Diversity along the
Proximal–Distal Airway Axis
Transcriptomes of 111,412 single cells
isolated from P airways of 5 normal lung
donors, pre-T airways of 12 normal lungs
and 5 subjects with COPD, and T region
from 7 healthy lungs were captured by
scRNA-seq. UniformManifold
Approximation and Projection clustering
identified 48 cell types/subtypes (Figures 1C
and E2; details in the online supplement),
which were classified by hierarchical
clustering into three superfamilies:
1) epithelial (including ASE, SMG, and
alveolar families), 2) structural (stromal and
endothelial [En] families), and 3) immune
(myeloid and lymphoid families)
(Figure 1D). Selected markers of the
identified cell groups are shown in
Figures 1E and E2 (complete marker gene
lists are provided in Table E4).

Epithelial. The ASE family included
BCs, intermediate cells (ICs; SERPINB3high),
and previously described differentiated
cell populations, such as secretory
(S, including common [S1, SCGB1A1high]
andmucus-producing [S-Muc]), ciliated
(C, including common [C1] and serum

amyloid A [SAA] gene-expressing [C-s]
[19]), S-C-intermediate cells (deuterosomal
pre-C cells [p-C] and hybrid cells sharing C-
and S-markers [20–22]), ionocytes (23, 24),
and neuroendocrine cells. The SMG family
included mucous (G-Muc), serous (G-Ser),
andmyoepithelial cells. The alveolar type
(AT) family included alveolar type 1 (AT1)
and 2 (AT2) cells. A “bridge” cluster was
identified between S cells and AT2 cells
(Figure 1C). Cells in this cluster were marked
by expression of SCGB3A2 and SFTPB,
identified in our previous study as distal
airway epithelial signature genes (16) and
present almost exclusively in pre-T/T
airways. Therefore, we termed these cells
“terminal airway-enriched secretory cells,”
or TASCs.

Structural. Stromal cells included
chondrocytes (SNORC), fibroblasts
(including common [Fb1], CCL191

[Fb2 including SFRP21 Fbs (25)], matrix
(Fb3, ELN, COL1A1, including ACTA21

myoFbs), and Fb4 containingGPC31

FGFR41 alveolar Fbs (25), SM cells (SM1
and SM2 expressing vascular SMmarkers
ADIRF,NOTCH3, PDGFRB, and SM3
expressing airway SMmarkersDES and
CNN1 (25)]. Cells expressing markers of
neuronal and glial/Schwann cells (Gli;
CDH19,MPZ,NRXN1) were also identified.
En cells included arterial (En-a), common
capillary (En-c1), cells expressing markers of
alveolar capillary aerocytes (25) (En-ca),
venous (En-v, including cells expressing
fenestrated En-c markers ACKR1 and
PLVAP [25]), En-sm coexpressing En and
SMmarkers, and lymphatic (En-l).

Immune. Myeloid cells included
neutrophils, mast cells, monocytes,
macrophages (inflammatory [M1; SPP1,
CCL3], noninflammatory [M2;MSR1,
CCL18], andM1–2 mixed), and dendritic
cells (conventional and plasmacytoid).
Lymphoid cells included B, plasma, T, and
natural killer (NK) cells. T cells included cells
expressing markers of central and naive
T cells (Tcn; CCR7, IL7R) (22), T-ifn
expressing IFN response genes, CD8-
enriched (including resident memory

[Trm; CXCR6, CCL5] (26–28) and
remaining [CD81-T1]), and T cells
expressing NK cell markers (T-NK).

Regional Heterogeneity of
Epithelial Cells
SMG cells were enriched in P airways, and
AT cells were found only in pre-T/T regions
(Figure 2A). Among ASE cells, ICs were
enriched in P airways, whereas the overall
frequency of S-C-intermediate cells was
higher in pre-T/T airways (Figures 2A and
2B). Although the overall frequency of S cells
was comparable in all regions, TASCs were
found almost exclusively in pre-T/T regions,
with significant enrichment in the T region
(Figure 2B; Table E5). TASCs exhibited a
transitional molecular pattern integrating
features of S and AT2 cells. Unlike other S
cells, TASCs expressed SCGB3A2, SFTPB,
and genes also expressed in AT cells
(RNASE1, SFTPA2,HOPX, SFTPA1).
Compared with AT2 cells, TASCs expressed
S cell genes SCGB1A1 and SCGB3A1 but
showed significantly lower expression of AT2
markers SFTPC, SFTPA1, and SFTPA2.
Notably, SCGB3A2 andMGPwere expressed
in TASCs at higher levels than in both S and
AT2 cells (Figures 2C and 2D; Table E6). No
cell population analogous to TASCs was
found by analyzing scRNA-seq datasets of
the mouse lung (29, 30), where Scgb3a2was
broadly expressed in Scgb1a11 S cells and
Sftpb expression was largely restricted to AT2
cells (Figure E2Y4).

Morphologically, TASCs represented
lumen-facing nonciliated airway epithelial
cells that contained SFTPB and/or SCGB3A2
proteins typically accumulated in secretory
granules in their apical cytoplasmic domain
and occasionally released into airway lumen
(Figures 2E, 2F, and E4). SCGB3A21 TASCs
constituted 8% and 23% of epithelial cells in
pre-TBs and TBs, respectively, and.40% of
cells in simple columnar-to-cuboidal
epithelium at TB–RB junctions (Figure 2G).
SFTPBmarked a broader subset of TASCs
(16% of ASE cells in pre-TBs, 33% in TBs,
and 54% at TB–RB junctions; Figure 2H). In
pre-TBs and proximal aspects of TBs, TASCs

Figure 1. (Continued ). under dissection microscope. (B) Examples of hematoxylin and eosin staining of dissected P, pre-T, and T regions.
Histological landmarks are shown. (C) Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) clustering of 111,744 single cells isolated from
P (n=5), pre-T (n=13), and T (n=7) regions of healthy lungs and pre-T airways of subjects with COPD (n=5). (D) Dendrograms based on
hierarchical clustering of cell groups identified in C based on top 2,000 variable genes using Spearman correlation and complete linkage
algorithm. Specific cell groups within epithelial, structural, and immune superfamilies are shown. (E) Dot plots showing expression of selected
marker genes in indicated cell groups. Dot size reflects percentage of cells within a group expressing a given gene. Dot color shows mean
expression level as indicated.
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had a dome-shaped appearance, resembling
typical club cells (31), whereas, at TB–RB
junctions, they acquired a cuboidal shape
typical for transitional epithelium of RBs (32)
(Figures E4A and E4B).

The molecular pattern of TASCs
changed along the pre-TB–RB continuum:
44.2% of TASCs in pre-TBs coexpressed
SCGB1A1 protein, a marker of common S
cells, compared with 30.5% of TASCs in TBs
and only 5.5% at TB–RB junctions
(Figure 2I). In the T region, TASCs had
higher expression of SFTPA2 than those in
pre-T airways (Figure E5). In contrast to
AT2 cells, TASCs were typically SFTPC-
negative (Figure 2J). As reported earlier
(33), a subset of serous SMG cells were
SCGB3A21, but they did not express SFTPB
or SCGB1A1 (Figure 2J) and, based on their
transcriptomic profiles, clustered separately
from TASCs (Figure 1C).

Regional Heterogeneity of Structural
and Immune Cells
En cells were most abundant in the T region
(Figure 2K). Chondrocytes were found in
cartilaginous P airways (Figure 2L). Among
fibroblasts, Fb2 were most frequent in P
airways, whereas Fb3 and Fb4 increased in
frequency along the proximal–distal axis,
as did pericytes (Table E5). The frequency of
Gli cells declined along this axis (Figure 2L).
Among En cells, capillary En cells were
enriched in the T region, and
venous/fenestrated En cells were highest in
P airways, whereas lymphatic En cells were
most abundant in the pre-T region
(Figure 2M). Among immune cells, myeloid
and lymphoid cells showed reciprocal
enrichment along the proximal–distal axis,
with an overall higher proportion of
lymphoid cells (e.g., B-, Tcn-, and CD81

T cells) in P airways and an overall higher
frequency of the mononuclear phagocyte

system cells in pre-T/T regions (Figures 2N
and 2O; Table E5).

Altered Cellular Composition of Distal
Airways in COPD
Comparison of pre-T airways from 5 subjects
with COPD and 12 healthy lung donors in
our scRNA-seq analysis identified that
disease-related changes preferentially
involved cell groups contributing to regional
heterogeneity along the proximal–distal
airway axis. This included loss of TASCs and
En-c cells normally enriched in pre-T/T
regions and increased proportions of Gli and
CD8-T1 cells normally enriched in P
airways, accompanied by a marked increase
in mast cell frequency in COPD versus
normal pre-T airways (Figures 3A and 3B).
Notably, CD81 T cell frequency was also
significantly increased in pre-TBs of
nondiseased smokers versus nonsmokers
(Figure 3B), paralleled by an increased
proportion of BCs in the pre-TB epithelium,
suggestive of smoking-induced BC
hyperplasia, but without changes in the
distribution of other epithelial cell
populations, including TASCs (Table E5).

Changes in the cellular composition of
COPD pre-TBs were accompanied by the
altered gene expression in individual cell
types, with the highest number of
upregulated genes observed in mast cells,
BCs, Fb1, CD8-T1, Gli, M2, and T-NK and
the highest numbers of suppressed genes in
En-ca, TASCs, and S1 cells (Figure 3C;
Table E7). Among the genes downregulated
in the ASE of COPD pre-T airways were, as
expected, TASCmarkers SCGB3A2 and
SFTPB and common S cell genes SCGB1A1
and SCGB3A1 also expressed by TASCs
(Figure 3D; Table E8). The IFN-g signaling
pathway, including IFN-g response genes,
was enriched among the genes upregulated

in the ASE of COPD versus normal pre-T
airways (Figure 3E; Table E9).

IF analysis, in which.130,000 cells
lining pre-TBs/TBs in 11 COPD and 24
normal lungs were captured (Figure 3F;
Table E2), revealed a dramatic loss of
SCGB3A21 and SFTPB1 TASCs in pre-TBs
and TBs of patients with COPD compared
with nondiseased lungs (Figures 3F and 3G).
SFTPB1 TASCs were found in all pre-TBs in
nondiseased lungs, and SCGB3A21 TASCs
were found in.90% of them, whereas no
TASCs could be found in 55.4% and 10.9%
of pre-TBs in subjects with COPD, based on
SCGB3A2 and SFTPB positivity, respectively
(Figure 3G).Whereas SCGB3A21 TASCs
were detected in.99% of TBs in healthy
lung donors, these cells were absent in 26.9%
of TBs in subjects with COPD (Figure 3G).
Remarkable heterogeneity was noted with
regard to the extent of TASC loss in different
patients with COPD and in different pre-
TBs/TBs (Figures 3F–3H).

Notably, SCGB1A11 S cells were
preserved in COPD pre-TBs/TBs, where
TASCs were absent (Figures 3H and E6B).
Consistent with this, no significant difference
was found in the frequency of SCGB1A11

S1 cells in pre-TBs/TBs of COPD versus
normal lung donors, and there was no
correlation between TASC loss and changes
in SCGB1A11 S1 cell frequency in pre-TBs/
TBs (Figure E7). No significant change was
detected in the TASC frequency in pre-TBs/
TBs of nondiseased smokers versus
nonsmokers (Figure E8).

In agreement with scRNA-seq data,
imaging CyTOF determined an increased
density of CD81 cells, including
intraepithelial CD81 cells, in pre-TBs/TBs in
COPD versus normal lung donors (Figures
3I, 3J, and E10A). A particularly high density
of total and intraepithelial CD81 cells was
detected in COPD pre-TBs/TBs with a lower

Figure 2. (Continued ). differentially expressed genes (DEGs) identified by comparing all (upper) terminal airway-enriched secretory cells
(TASCs) and other S (S1 and S-Muc) cells and (lower) TASCs and alveolar type 2 (AT2) cells. DEGs shown with false discovery rate ,0.01 and
log2 fold change greater than 0.5 or less than 20.5. (D) Portion of the Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) graph shown in
Figure 1C. A clustering region where TASCs form a bridge between S and AT2 cells is demarcated (dashed line). Expression of selected DEGs
identified in the analysis shown in C is color mapped. (E, F) Immunofluorescence (IF) images showing expression of (E) SCGB3A2 and tubulin
b4 (TUBB4; cilia marker) and (F) SFTPB and SCGB1A1 (S1 cell marker) in indicated regions. (G–I) Percentage of (G) SCGB3A21 TASCs,
(H) SFTPB1 TASCs among ASE cells, and (I) SCGB1A11 cells among SFTPB1 TASCs in indicated regions. TB-RB, simple epithelium
(colum, columnar) in TB–RB transition areas. (J) Representative CyTOF images showing expression of indicated markers in different regions.
(K) Proportions of structural cell families (average percentage of cells per sample) in different regions. (L, M) Average percentage of indicated
cell types (per sample; as described in A; cell type names as described in Figure 1D) within stromal (L) and endothelial (En; M) cell families.
(N) Proportions of cells representing immune families (average percentage of cells per sample) in different regions. (O) Average percentage of
indicated cell types (per sample; as described in A; cell type names as described in Figure 1D) in different regions. (A, B, G–I, K–O) *P,0.05,
**P,0.01, ***P, 0.005, and ****P, 0.0001 (two-tailed Mann-Whitney test) versus other or indicated regions. CyTOF=cytometry by time of
flight; RBs= respiratory bronchioles; SMG=submucosal gland; TB= terminal bronchioles.
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Figure 3. Changes in cellular organization of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) distal airways. (A, B) Proportions (percentages) of
indicated cell groups (single-cell RNA-sequencing [scRNA-seq] data; abbreviations described in Figure 1D) in pre-terminal (pre-T) airway
samples of donors without lung disease (normal; n=13) and subjects with COPD (n=5): (A) Mean percentage of cells in indicated cell groups
among all cells per sample (values are shown for cell groups with significant differences between the groups). Error bars represent



TASC frequency (,2% of ASE cells) (Figure
3J; Table E3).

Distal Airway BCs Are a Cellular
Origin of TASCs
To identify the cellular origins of epithelial
heterogeneity along the proximal–distal
airway axis, we isolated BCs, ASE stem cells
(34, 35), from P and distal (D; pre-T) airways
of six normal lung donors and assessed their
differentiation in an ALI model (Figure 4A;
Table E3). RNA-seq analysis of epithelia
generated by P and D airway BCs identified
2,005 differentially expressed genes
(Table E11). Among genes robustly
upregulated in D airway BC-derived epithelia,
�21% were TASCmarker genes (e.g., SFTPB,
SCGB3A2, SFTA2, RNASE1, and SFTPA2)
(Figures 4B and 4C). SCGB3A21 cells were
uniquely present in epithelia derived fromD
airway BCs, whereas Muc5AC1 S cells were
more frequent in P airway BC-derived
epithelia (Figure 4D).

To evaluate distal airway epithelial
differentiation at single-cell resolution,
D-airway BC-derived epithelia at different
time points of ALI culture were profiled
using scRNA-seq. A total of 36,321 cells were
captured in this analysis (Table E12). The
initial (ALI day 0; d0) epithelia included two
BC subsets, typical and S-like (BC-s). At d3,
SERPINB3high ICs, squamous (KRT6A,
SPRR1B), p-C, initial C cells, ionocytes, and
tuft-like cells emerged (Figures 4E, 4F, and
E9). At d7, S cells emerged (56% of cells),
and TASCs appeared as an extension of the S
cell cluster. By d28, TASC frequency reached
30%, and the overall composition of the

epithelium resembled that of pre-T airways
in vivo, with the differentiated cell types
constituting together.80% of ASE cells
(Figures 4E and 4F; Table E12).

Marker profiles of cell types generated
by D-airway BCs in vitro (Table E13) were
similar to those in vivo. The highest degree
of similarity was observed for C1 cells
(.90% overlap of in vitro and in vivo
markers) followed by C-s (56.4%), p-C
(48.8%), BCs (47.0%), ICs (38.9%), TASCs
(35.9%), and ionocytes (28%) (Figure 4G;
Table E14). Compared with S1 cells derived
in the same culture, TASCs showed
upregulation of 84 genes, 40 of which were
among those identified in a similar
comparison in vivo, including SCGB3A2 and
SFTPB (Figure 4H; Table E15). Thus, distal
airway BCs represent region-specific
progenitors regenerating TASCs.

IFN-g Inhibits TASC Regeneration by
Distal Airway BCs
On the basis of our findings of increased
IFN-g signaling in COPD pre-TB ASE and
increased density of CD81 T cells, a major
IFNG-expressing cell population, in COPD
pre-TBs/TBs with low TASC frequency, we
hypothesized that TASC loss in COPD could
be mediated by IFN-g signaling in D-airway
BCs. In support of this hypothesis, in COPD
pre-TBs/TBs, CD81 T cells were found in
close proximity to BCs (Figure 3I), and the
latter expressed IFN-g receptor genes
(Figure E10C). Exposure of D-airway BCs
to IFN-g during their differentiation in the
ALI model induced IFN-g response genes
(MX1, IFIT1, CXCL10) and suppressed

TASCmarker genes SCGB3A2 and SFTPB
(Figures 4I and E10D1–2) accompanied by
broad transcriptional changes (Table E16).
Genes up- and downregulated by IFN-g in
this analysis overlapped with 12.6% and
27.8% of differentially expressed genes
having the same direction of change in the
ASE of COPD versus normal pre-TBs
(Figure E10D3).

IF analysis identified reduced frequency
of SFTPB1 TASCs paralleled by loss of
SCGB1A1high S cells and ciliated cells and
increased proportion of KRT61 ICs in IFN-
g-treated ALI epithelia, without consistent
changes in KRT51 BCs/ICs andMUC5AC1

mucus-producing cells (Figures 4J and
E10D4–6; Table E17). Notably, increased
expression ofKRT6Awas also observed in
the pre-TB ASE of patients with COPD
(Figure 3D). Thus, IFN-g suppresses TASC
regeneration by inhibiting the normal
differentiation potential of distal airway BCs.

Discussion

In this study, using a novel, anatomical
landmark–based distal airway dissection
method, we characterized, at single-cell
resolution, the unique cellular composition
of human distal airways. This method
allowed us to capture the entire continuum
of small airways undergoing structural and
functional alterations in COPD (4–11) and
to identify, for the first time, biological
changes occurring in these airways in COPD
at single-cell resolution.

Figure 3. (Continued ). standard deviation. (B) Mean percentage of cells in indicated cell groups among all cells per sample within superfamilies
(dots: individual samples). (C) Radar plot showing numbers of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) identified by comparing scRNA-seq
average gene expression profiles of indicated cell groups in pre-T samples (COPD vs. normal) described in A. Criteria for cell types/subtype
inclusion: .10 cells in each group (normal; COPD); at least 3 cells in .50% samples in each group. Colored areas: epithelial (yellow), structural
(blue), and immune (red) superfamilies. Dots show numbers of DEGs up- or downregulated in COPD versus normal samples (Mann-Whitney
P, 0.05). (D) Volcano plot showing DEGs (false discovery rate ,0.05) identified by comparison of scRNA-seq average expression profiles of
airway surface epithelial (ASE) cells in COPD versus normal pre-T samples described in A. (E) Top 10 annotation categories among Gene
Ontology (GO) Biological Process; Reactome and NCI-Nature Pathway Interaction database (PID) libraries enriched among DEGs upregulated
in ASE of COPD versus normal pre-T samples (log2 fold change .0.2); ranked by 2log false discovery rate of enrichment; based on Enrichr
analysis. (F–H) Immunofluorescence analysis. (F) Mean percentage of SCGB3A21 (upper) and SFTPB1 (lower) terminal airway-enriched
secretory cells (TASCs) per subject among ASE cells in preterminal bronchiole (pre-TB), TB, and TB-RB (defined as in Figures 2G–2I) of healthy
lung donors and subjects with COPD. Dots represent individual subjects (see Table E2 for details). (G) Distribution of distal airways (pre-TBs
and TBs) in healthy and COPD lung tissue samples (described in F) based on average percentage of SCGB3A21 (upper) and SFTPB1 (lower)
cells in the ASE (per subject). (H) Representative immunofluorescence images showing SCGB3A21 TASCs, SFTPB1 TASCs, and SCGB1A1
expression in different TBs of the same COPD patient’s lung. (I, J) Imaging CyTOF. (I) Representative images showing CD81 cells
(intraepithelial [IE]; subepithelial [SE]) in distal airways (pre-TBs/TBs) of patients with COPD; KRT5, keratin 5; SCGB3A2 (white). (J) Frequency of
all (left) and IE (right) CD81 cells in distal airways of normal (N; n=3; 16 airways) and COPD (n=2; 21 airways) subjects (upper panel); shown
separately in the lower panel for COPD distal airways with TASC frequency: .2% and ,2% of epithelial cells. *P,0.05, **P, 0.01, ***P,0.005
(two-tailed Mann-Whitney test) COPD versus normal (A, B, F, G, and J, upper), and §P, 0.05 normal lung donors: smokers versus nonsmokers
(two-tailed Mann-Whitney test) in B; COPD distal airways with TASC frequency .2% versus ,2% of epithelial cells (J, lower). CyTOF=cytometry
by time of flight; RB= respiratory bronchioles.
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Region-precise approach in our study
allowed us to identify TASCs, a unique
secretory cell population of distal airways
enriched in TBs and exhibiting an
intermediate molecular pattern, including
SCGB3A2 and SFTPB, associated with the
transition of distal conducting airways to the
respiratory zone. Contributing to this
transition, TASCs gradually changed their
phenotype along this continuum from
SCGB1A1-expressing columnar cells
resembling classical club cells (31) in pre-TBs
and proximal parts of TBs to SCGB1A1-
negative cuboidal cells at TB–RB junctions
that acquire SFTPA1 expression, which
marks the entrance to the respiratory zone
(32). No TASC analog could be found in
mouse lung scRNA-seq datasets (29, 30),
consistent with the absence of RBs and, thus,
lack of TB–RB transitional zone, in the
murine lungs (36, 37).

In our earlier study (16), TASCmarker
genes SCGB3A2 and SFTPBwere identified
among distal airway epithelial signature
genes (i.e., those whose expression was
enriched in the epithelia obtained by
bronchoscopy from small airways; 10th-12th
generation) and mapped to distal airway
S cells. Thus, although TASCs are enriched
in TBs, the initial acquisition of the
molecular state characteristic of TASCs
begins in more proximal airways, suggesting
that a gradient of secretory cell specialization
exists along the proximal–distal airway axis.
Since our original identification of
SCGB3A21 SFTPB1 distal airway–specific
S cells (16), which we now define at single-
cell resolution as TASCs, similar cell
populations, including SCGB3A21 SFTPB1

SCGB1A11 pre-TB S cells and SCGB3A21

SFTPB1 SCGB1A12 TB-RB S cells (TRB-
SCs) (38) and “respiratory airway secretory”
(RAS) cells (37) have been found. On the
basis of their molecular profiles and
anatomical distribution, these cell

populations likely represent distinct
intermediate states of TASCs along the pre-
TB–RB continuum, with pre-TB S cells being
SCGB1A11 club cell–like TASCs in pre-TBs
and proximal aspects of TBs, whereas TRB-
SCs and RAS cells representing SCGB1A12

cuboidal TASCs at TB–RB junctions.
Consistent with the nature of TASCs as

S cells of distal conducting airways, our study
identified that BCs residing in pre-TBs/TBs
harbor an intrinsic “regional memory”
allowing these progenitors, but not their
proximal airway counterparts, to generate
TASCs in vitro. This finding supports the
concept of region-specific differentiation
potential of airway BCs (16, 38–40). By
contrast, despite their molecular similarity to
TASCs, TRB-SCs and RAS cells have been
shown to originate from an alveolar
progenitor or serve as alveolar progenitors
themselves, respectively (37, 38). It is possible
that these cells represent a subset of TASCs
located in the most distal aspects of TB–RB
junctions and RBs, where BCs are absent,
and therefore their maintenance likely relies
on BC-independent regenerative
mechanisms unique to this transitional
region.

Enrichment of TASCs in pre-TBs/TBs
was accompanied by changes in the
distribution of nonepithelial cell populations
contributing to region-specific cellular
ecosystems. This included a progressive
increase in the frequency of capillary En-cells
paralleled by loss of venous En-cells with
molecular features of fenestrated
endothelium (25, 41, 42) along the
proximal–distal airway axis. Schwann cells,
glial representatives in the peripheral nervous
system (43), were captured in our study as a
proximal airway–enriched cell type.
Lymphoid cells (e.g., B cells and various
T cell subsets), including CD81 T cells, were
more abundant in proximal airways, whereas
cells of the mononuclear phagocyte system

were more frequent in the distal region,
suggesting that homeostatic lung defense
strategies are compartmentalized along the
proximal–distal airway axis.

Many key aspects of region-specific
cellular composition were altered in COPD
distal airways. This included loss of TASCs in
COPD pre-TBs/TBs, which was particularly
dramatic in pre-TBs, where TASCs were
about five times less frequent than in normal
lungs. Loss of TASCs may have a significant
impact on disease pathophysiology. As a
major source of surfactants in distal airways,
loss of TASCs may potentially lead to
increased surface tension and collapse of
these bronchioles during expiration and thus
may contribute to small airway obstruction.
Loss of TASCs at TB–RB junctions, where
they compose up to 60–80% of epithelial
cells andmediate the transition to the
respiratory zone, could contribute to
centrilobular emphysema, which develops in
association with structural derangement of
distal airways (5–7).

In our previous study (16), a
downregulation of SCGB3A2 and SFTPB and
reduced SCGB3A21 cell numbers were
found in the small airway epithelium
obtained by bronchoscopy from subjects
with COPD and smokers without disease.
Loss of TASCs in pre-TBs/TBs, however, was
not observed in nondiseased smokers in the
present study. This suggests that the
pathologic process which leads to loss of
TASCs in COPDmay occur in a gradual
manner, andmolecular changes induced by
smoking in more proximal airways may
precede and predict loss of TASCs in pre-
TBs/TBs as COPD develops. Although in our
present study, it was not possible to obtain
lung tissue samples from subjects with
spirometrically defined mild/moderate
COPD, this hypothesis can be addressed in
longitudinal clinical studies that incorporate
analysis of bronchoscopic samples from

Figure 4. (Continued ). in ALI day 18 samples generated by BCs from matched P and D airways overlapping with marker genes of indicated
pre-T airway surface epithelial (ASE) cell types based on single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis (criteria: log2 fold change .1; false discovery
rate [FDR] ,0.05). (D) Immunofluorescence staining of the apical surface of ALI day 18 epithelia generated by BCs from P and D airways (left)
and cytopreps of ALI day 17 epithelia generated by D airway BCs (right); blue: DAPI (nuclei). (E) Uniform Manifold Approximation and
Projection (UMAP) clustering of cells at indicated time points of ALI culture of the same D airway BC sample; total number of single cells
captured at each time point is indicated. (F) Percentage of cell types at ALI time points shown in E. TLCs, tuft-like cells. (G) Heatmap:
Percentage of DEGs of indicated ASE cell types in vivo overlapping with those identified for cell types in ALI day 28 epithelia derived from
D airway BCs shown in E using the same criteria: FDR ,0.05; log2 fold change .0.5 versus other ASE cells. (H) Volcano plot: DEGs
(FDR ,0.05) identified by comparison of TASCs and S1 cells in ALI day 28 epithelia generated by D airway BCs (shown in E); right side:
overlap between DEGs upregulated in TASCs versus S1 in vitro and those identified in the same comparison in vivo. (I) Log2 normalized
expression of indicated genes detected by qPCR and (J) percentage of cells expressing indicated markers detected by immunofluorescence in
ALI day 17–40 epithelia generated by D airway BCs in the absence (Contr) or presence of 5 ng/ml IFN-g. Dot colors mark independent
samples; P values based on paired t test (two-tailed in I; *Wilcoxon test ,0.05 for n. 4 in I and J); see details in Figure E10D.



smokers without COPD and those with early
disease.

Loss of TASCs in COPD distal airways
was paralleled by a decreased frequency of
capillary En-cells, including the En-ca subset
exhibiting features of alveolar capillary
aerocytes (25). Although aerocytes contribute
to the alveolar–capillary interface (25, 42, 44),
our data suggest that acquisition of the
alveolar-capillary molecular phenotype
occurs gradually and begins in distal
pulmonary artery segments accompanying
pre-TBs/TBs. These prealveolar capillaries
may serve a region-specific niche supporting
TASCmaintenance in pre-TBs/TBs,
and thus simultaneous loss of En-ca cells
and TASCs in COPD pre-TBs could be
related.

Furthermore, consistent with an earlier
study (45), an increased frequency of CD81

T cells was observed in COPD pre-TBs/TBs,
accompanied by upregulation of the IFN-g
response program in the pre-TB epithelium.
In COPD distal airways, CD81 cells
accumulated in close proximity to BCs and
had particularly high density in pre-TBs/TBs

with the lowest TASC frequency. Notably,
IFN-g blocked the normal differentiation
potential of pre-TB/TB BCs, including their
ability to regenerate TASCs, suggesting that
T cell–derived IFN-gmaymediate TASC
loss in COPD. In concert with recent
observations of increased IFN-g expression
in the areas of TB destruction in COPD (46),
our findings further suggest that suppression
of the regenerative potential of distal airway
BCs by augmented IFN-g signaling may
underlie structural loss of pre-TBs/TBs in
COPD (4–8). An increased CD81 T cell
frequency not accompanied by TASC loss
was observed in our study in pre-TBs of
smokers without disease. Thus, smoking-
induced accumulation of CD81 T cells in
distal conducting airways may represent an
early event during COPD development that
precedes and likely mediates disease-
associated changes in the distal airway
epithelium.

Among other potential mechanisms of
TASC loss and pre-TB/TB remodeling in
COPD could be disease-related intrinsic
changes in distal airway BCs compromising

their regenerative potential (47–49) or other
alterations in COPD distal airway
microenvironment identified in our study,
including increased frequency of mast cells,
known to infiltrate small airways in COPD
(50), and Schwann cells, whose role in
human lung pathophysiology is currently
unknown.

Together, our study characterizes
region-specific cellular organization of
human distal airways and identifies its
disarray, including loss of TASCs, a unique
cell population of distal airway epithelium,
as a major manifestation of small airway
pathology in COPD at the cellular level.
We believe that our study will provide the
foundation for future investigations into
mechanisms of COPD and other diseases
affecting distal airways and that it will
stimulate novel therapies aimed at the
restoration of region-specific cellular
organization of distal airways in lung
disease. �

Author disclosures are available with the
text of this article at www.atsjournals.org.
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